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Reading free Self working mental magic sixty seven
foolproof mind reading tricks dover magic books
(2023)

�� �� �� ����������� �������� �� ��� ����������������� written by the master magician himself
this fascinating work reveals the secrets behind how houdini escaped numerous death defying stunts and exposed
a variety of fake spiritualists he also gives instructions for 44 eye catching stage tricks as well as other
fascinating material 155 illustrations the best book yet on easy to do magic martin gardner amaze friends
astonish your family and fascinate any audience by infallibly dealing a royal flush correctly predicting the
outcome of the world series unmasking a psychic fraud and performing a host of other dazzling deceptions you
can do it with the help of this book one of the best guides to magic tricks that don t require long hours of
practice or elaborate preparation you ll find invaluable techniques clearly demonstrated with abundant
illustrations for accomplishing magical feats with cards coins rope comedy magic mental displays of dexterity
and much more as well as expert advice for practicing psychological misdirection and dramatic presentation
although the tricks in this book require little in the way of props sleight of hand or a high degree of skill the
effects they produce are astounding novices especially will find big book of magic tricks a wonderful
introduction to the art of conjuring but the book is crammed with so much choice new information that even
professional magicians can learn something this book is quality the tricks are effective the methods ingenious
and the advice fulves gives on presenting the tricks properly is excellent robert dike blair ninety seven mystifying
tricks done with ordinary objects that can be borrowed from the audience make coins appear or disappear
matchsticks jump into the air classic cups and balls more 185 illustrations highly instructive book by a noted
authority on the subject analyzes every phase of conjuring from sleights devices misdirection and controlling
audience attention to incorporating patter and the effective use of assistants a charming glimpse of stage
magic in the early twentieth century this engaging manual s time honored tricks range from sleight of hand with
coins cards and rope to thought reading and juggling written by a famous magician its tried and true feats and
performance tips are illustrated by sixty figures and thirteen vintage photographs a british stage magician of
the 1930s and 40s jasper maskelyne was a third generation performer in a well known family of illusionists
during world war ii maskelyne assembled a squad known as the magic gang to misdirect axis bombers and
camouflage the activities of the allied forces with illusions of tanks battleships and armies this new edition of
his captivating classic features an introduction by magic historian and author edwin a dawes that recounts
maskelyne s larger than life career and exploits classic guide provides intriguing entertainment while elucidating
sound scientific principles with more than 100 unusual stunts cold fire dust explosions a nylon rope trick a
disappearing beaker much more sixty three easy to learn tricks show you how to use simple props like cards and
coins to show off your seemingly rare powers to predict read minds and find answers through extra sensory
perception step by step instructions and nearly 200 simple diagrams show beginners how to make cards vanish
and reappear get coins to pass through solid objects make articles mysteriously travel from one location to
another and more two books bound together in a single volume ground novices in fundamentals and lead them to
mastery of 80 different tricks involving cards coins matches and other articles 89 illustrations easy to
perform paper miracles make a piece of newspaper disappear link paper rings magically tricks with dollar bills
tricks with paper bags animated paper folds make living paper dolls mind reading tricks with file cards much more
essential tricks for amateur and professional alike 356 illustrations ��� �������� ����������������
��� ������������ 1200�������� �������������������������� ������������������� ��
���������� ���������������������������� ��������������������������������������
������������������������ divstep by step instructions and clear diagrams show how to perform 18
mystifying maneuvers using only common objects strength test untangled elastic lock mystic spinner rollaway
heavyset the great escape 11 more div learn to do astounding tricks with cards coins rope also comedy magic
mental dexterity more abundantly illustrated directions 247 illustrations indispensable book for magicians
containing many methods and sleights not found in other standard books 68 illustrations outstanding
collection of nearly 200 crowd pleasing mental magic feats requiring no special equipment author offers
insider s tips and expert advice on techniques presentation diversions patter staging more divsimple to use book
gives versatile repertoire of first rate card tricks the authors both expert magicians present clear
explanations of basic techniques and over 100 complete tricks 121 figures div ����������������������
�� �� �������������� �������� ����������� ��� ��������� ���� �� ���� ��� i �� 38�����
��� ������������� ���� � ��������� 1969���������������� this book by a magician s magician
discloses the secrets behind a collection of close up marvels including the author s out of the world reputed
to be the best card trick of the past century ���������� ���������������������� ������������
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�� ��� �������� ����������� ������� ����44���������������� ���72����������������
����� ����� ������ ���� ������� famed puzzle expert explains math behind a multitude of mystifying
tricks card tricks stage mind reading coin and match tricks counting out games geometric dissections etc more
than 400 tricks 135 illustrations sixty seven sure fire mental feats to delight and mystify mind reading with
cards instant esp identifying the owners of objects given to you in random order number prediction much more 73
illustrations �������� ������� ������������������������������������� 500�����4����
��������� �������� ������� �������4������������������ ��� �������� �������������
��������������� �������������� ��� ������ ��� ��� ����������������114��� 100�����
������������������� �� ������ ���������� ������������� ������������ covers every
significant aspect from palming to clairvoyance vanishing and producing an object etc explains hundreds of
astonishing tricks with coins cups and balls handkerchiefs cards more 57 illustrations explores the pervasive
role of magic in egyptian religion and life through an examination of amulets wax images spirit placements and
superstitions concerning demons ghosts and animals standard work on classic stage illusions fire eaters
sword swallowers jugglers etc also ancient magic automata chronophotography much more over 400
illustrations bibliography read minds make objects disappear and then reappear one of the great magicians of all
time reveals how to perform 200 masterful deceptions without training or special equipment to audiences of
all sizes the name says it all these are feats of magic that anyone can perform requiring only minimal skill and
producing maximum effect these 250 tricks use common props such as cards handkerchiefs and coins additional
stunts include parlor tricks mind reading string tricks and other simple but captivating illusions fun and
fascinating 89 simple magic tricks will teach both children and adults the scientific principles behind electricity
magnetism sound gravity water and more only basic everyday items are needed includes 89 black and white
illustrations a child meets a magician who grants eight wonderfully fantastic wishes with one wish left over
for someone else to find divillustrations simple instructions for performing over 100 tricks including the
inexhaustible hat the chinese rings steel through steel fingers that see much more div over 100 tricks that can
be done with any pack of cards this rich collection has taught thousands of magicians how to perform dozens
of eye catching yet really workable tricks over 200 illustrations master the art of illusion with this
collection of 183 easy to learn card tricks accompanied by 197 illustrations drawn from two popular books
by the bestselling magician it s perfect for amateurs and professionals who want to increase their repertoire
mystify friends with everything from shuffle setups to card telepathy using coins telephones and other props
classic study exposing closely kept professional secrets and revealing in general terms the whole art of stage
magic 98 illustrations written for the amateur magician this illustrated guide offers 50 easy effective and
well known tricks that are used by professionals cards handkerchiefs mental magic and more the author
includes an overview for each trick shows how the act appears to the audience and details both the mechanisms
and the presentation 63 illustrations from one of today s foremost experts a guidebook with clear
instructions and over 400 step by step illustrations that show readers how to perform 70 of the best easiest
to master most entertaining rope tricks ever created ��������� ��������������������� ���������
��� ������� ������ ����������� ���20���
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Houdini on Magic 1953

written by the master magician himself this fascinating work reveals the secrets behind how houdini escaped
numerous death defying stunts and exposed a variety of fake spiritualists he also gives instructions for 44 eye
catching stage tricks as well as other fascinating material 155 illustrations

Big Book of Magic Tricks 2012-07-13

the best book yet on easy to do magic martin gardner amaze friends astonish your family and fascinate any
audience by infallibly dealing a royal flush correctly predicting the outcome of the world series unmasking a
psychic fraud and performing a host of other dazzling deceptions you can do it with the help of this book one of
the best guides to magic tricks that don t require long hours of practice or elaborate preparation you ll find
invaluable techniques clearly demonstrated with abundant illustrations for accomplishing magical feats with
cards coins rope comedy magic mental displays of dexterity and much more as well as expert advice for
practicing psychological misdirection and dramatic presentation although the tricks in this book require little
in the way of props sleight of hand or a high degree of skill the effects they produce are astounding novices
especially will find big book of magic tricks a wonderful introduction to the art of conjuring but the book is
crammed with so much choice new information that even professional magicians can learn something this book is
quality the tricks are effective the methods ingenious and the advice fulves gives on presenting the tricks
properly is excellent robert dike blair

101 Easy-To-Do Magic Tricks (Dover Magic Books) 1992-12-21

ninety seven mystifying tricks done with ordinary objects that can be borrowed from the audience make coins
appear or disappear matchsticks jump into the air classic cups and balls more 185 illustrations

Easy-To-Do Magic Tricks for Children (Dover Magic Books) 1993-06-23

highly instructive book by a noted authority on the subject analyzes every phase of conjuring from sleights
devices misdirection and controlling audience attention to incorporating patter and the effective use of
assistants

Self-Working Table Magic 2013-06-10

a charming glimpse of stage magic in the early twentieth century this engaging manual s time honored tricks
range from sleight of hand with coins cards and rope to thought reading and juggling written by a famous
magician its tried and true feats and performance tips are illustrated by sixty figures and thirteen vintage
photographs a british stage magician of the 1930s and 40s jasper maskelyne was a third generation performer in
a well known family of illusionists during world war ii maskelyne assembled a squad known as the magic gang
to misdirect axis bombers and camouflage the activities of the allied forces with illusions of tanks battleships
and armies this new edition of his captivating classic features an introduction by magic historian and author
edwin a dawes that recounts maskelyne s larger than life career and exploits

Magic and Showmanship 2012-04-30

classic guide provides intriguing entertainment while elucidating sound scientific principles with more than 100
unusual stunts cold fire dust explosions a nylon rope trick a disappearing beaker much more

Maskelyne's Book of Magic 2013-04-10

sixty three easy to learn tricks show you how to use simple props like cards and coins to show off your
seemingly rare powers to predict read minds and find answers through extra sensory perception



Chemical Magic 2012-09-19

step by step instructions and nearly 200 simple diagrams show beginners how to make cards vanish and reappear
get coins to pass through solid objects make articles mysteriously travel from one location to another and
more

Easy Magic 2011-11-24

two books bound together in a single volume ground novices in fundamentals and lead them to mastery of 80
different tricks involving cards coins matches and other articles 89 illustrations

Martin Gardner's Table Magic 2013-04-09

easy to perform paper miracles make a piece of newspaper disappear link paper rings magically tricks with dollar
bills tricks with paper bags animated paper folds make living paper dolls mind reading tricks with file cards much
more essential tricks for amateur and professional alike 356 illustrations

Magic Tricks and Card Tricks 2012-06-11

��� �������� ������������������� ������������ 1200�������� ��������������������
手練技法から 最も洗練された最新の特殊技法までを網羅 プロのカードマジシャンが 長年に渡る実際の経験から生み出された貴重な知識を基にして 正しい手練技法とトリッ
���������������������������������������������������

Self-Working Paper Magic 1985-01-01

divstep by step instructions and clear diagrams show how to perform 18 mystifying maneuvers using only
common objects strength test untangled elastic lock mystic spinner rollaway heavyset the great escape 11
more div

������������������ 2000-09

learn to do astounding tricks with cards coins rope also comedy magic mental dexterity more abundantly
illustrated directions 247 illustrations

Easy-to-Do Magic Tricks for Children 2012-04-30

indispensable book for magicians containing many methods and sleights not found in other standard books 68
illustrations

Magic Tricks & Card Tricks ... 1954

outstanding collection of nearly 200 crowd pleasing mental magic feats requiring no special equipment author
offers insider s tips and expert advice on techniques presentation diversions patter staging more

Big Book Of Magic Tricks 1994-10-01

divsimple to use book gives versatile repertoire of first rate card tricks the authors both expert magicians
present clear explanations of basic techniques and over 100 complete tricks 121 figures div

The Art of Magic 2012-11-07

������������������������ �� �������������� �������� ����������� ��� ��������� ���
� �� ���� ��� i �� 38�������� ������������� ���� � ��������� 1969����������������



Practical Mental Magic 2012-04-27

this book by a magician s magician discloses the secrets behind a collection of close up marvels including the
author s out of the world reputed to be the best card trick of the past century

The Royal Road to Card Magic 2012-06-28

���������� ���������������������� �������������� ��� �������� ����������� ������
� ����44���������������� ���72��������������������� ����� ������ ���� �������

������������� 2017-12-02

famed puzzle expert explains math behind a multitude of mystifying tricks card tricks stage mind reading coin and
match tricks counting out games geometric dissections etc more than 400 tricks 135 illustrations

Magician's Magic 2012-09-19

sixty seven sure fire mental feats to delight and mystify mind reading with cards instant esp identifying the
owners of objects given to you in random order number prediction much more 73 illustrations

���������� 1991

�������� ������� ������������������������������������� 500�����4������������� �
������� ������� �������4������������������ ��� �������� �����������������������
����� �������������� ��� ������ ��� ��� ����������������114��� 100���������������
��������� �� ������ ���������� ������������� ������������

Mathematics, Magic and Mystery 2014-12-02

covers every significant aspect from palming to clairvoyance vanishing and producing an object etc explains
hundreds of astonishing tricks with coins cups and balls handkerchiefs cards more 57 illustrations

Self-Working Mental Magic 2012-04-30

explores the pervasive role of magic in egyptian religion and life through an examination of amulets wax images
spirit placements and superstitions concerning demons ghosts and animals

���������� 2009-03

standard work on classic stage illusions fire eaters sword swallowers jugglers etc also ancient magic
automata chronophotography much more over 400 illustrations bibliography

Sleight of Hand 2012-06-26

read minds make objects disappear and then reappear one of the great magicians of all time reveals how to
perform 200 masterful deceptions without training or special equipment to audiences of all sizes

Egyptian Magic 1971-06-01

the name says it all these are feats of magic that anyone can perform requiring only minimal skill and producing
maximum effect these 250 tricks use common props such as cards handkerchiefs and coins additional stunts
include parlor tricks mind reading string tricks and other simple but captivating illusions



Magic 2013-08-21

fun and fascinating 89 simple magic tricks will teach both children and adults the scientific principles behind
electricity magnetism sound gravity water and more only basic everyday items are needed includes 89 black and
white illustrations

Scarne's Magic Tricks 2003-03-14

a child meets a magician who grants eight wonderfully fantastic wishes with one wish left over for someone
else to find

Magic for Everybody 2007

divillustrations simple instructions for performing over 100 tricks including the inexhaustible hat the chinese
rings steel through steel fingers that see much more div

Martin Gardner's Science Magic 2012-09-19

over 100 tricks that can be done with any pack of cards this rich collection has taught thousands of
magicians how to perform dozens of eye catching yet really workable tricks over 200 illustrations

Nine Magic Wishes 2015-12-16

master the art of illusion with this collection of 183 easy to learn card tricks accompanied by 197
illustrations drawn from two popular books by the bestselling magician it s perfect for amateurs and
professionals who want to increase their repertoire mystify friends with everything from shuffle setups to card
telepathy using coins telephones and other props

101 Easy-to-Do Magic Tricks 2012-04-30

classic study exposing closely kept professional secrets and revealing in general terms the whole art of stage
magic 98 illustrations

Card Manipulations 1973-01-01

written for the amateur magician this illustrated guide offers 50 easy effective and well known tricks that
are used by professionals cards handkerchiefs mental magic and more the author includes an overview for each
trick shows how the act appears to the audience and details both the mechanisms and the presentation 63
illustrations

Foolproof Card Tricks for the Amateur Magician 2009-01-01

from one of today s foremost experts a guidebook with clear instructions and over 400 step by step
illustrations that show readers how to perform 70 of the best easiest to master most entertaining rope tricks
ever created

The Secrets of Houdini 2012-12-06

��������� ��������������������� ������������ ������� ������ ����������� ���20���

Professional Magic for Amateurs 1974-01-01



Self-Working Rope Magic 2012-04-30

���������� 2008-11
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